


Our Story

Movinglife is an Israeli startup which develops, manufactures and markets a series of advanced folding scooters in 
Israel and around the world, to provide the finest solution for people with mobility issues, due to illness or old-age.

Nino Rensenberg, founder of Movinglife who himself suffers from polio, is the living spirit behind the development 
of ATTO. Nino - an active businessman who travels incessantly,  was unwilling to compromise with existing solutions 
in the market, and was looking for something that would serve him on his busy schedule which include meetings and 
international flights. To his surprise he discovered that such a product did not exist.

Nino relates: “The idea of the product came up because of the frustration I felt every time I traveled and came back 
from abroad. I had to wait for my scooter to arrive with the luggage, so I invented a product that was light and 
foldable, one that could even get on the plane with me and take me anywhere. I called it ATTO.”

Today, Movinglife offers a series of advanced mobility scooters under the name ATTO.

All ATTO models are characterized by their modern design and light weight, designed down to the finest detail for 
users' convenience and include advanced safety measures and a large selection of accessories. The scooters fold 
quickly to the size of a compact trolley suitcase and easily split into two parts - a feature that allows users to easily fit 
them in the trunk of a car or in the upper storage compartment of an airplane. But above all, allow freedom of 
movement and return to a normal and independent life.

In 2021, the company launched "Shabbatto” - a Shabbat scooter that offers an elegant Shabbat command 
mechanism, developed in collaboration with engineers and rabbis of the Zomet Institute. At the same time, the 
company's R&D team works intensively on the development of additional innovative products which aim to improve 
the quality of life of people with reduced mobility, in Israel and around the world.

The company's headquarters are located in Israel at Kibbutz Netzer Sereni, and has offices in the US and Europe.



When revolutionary design meets unmatched usability and comfort





A combination of elegant design, ease of use, advanced safety 

measures and uncompromising quality have made ATTO the standard 

that other scooter manufacturers in the world aspire to.

Thousands of satisfied customers in Israel and around the world testify 

that ATTO changed their lives and opened up new possibilities for 

independent mobility.

See the video >>

• Folds easily to the size of a compact trolley suitcase.

• Easily detaches into 2 lightweight parts.

• The only scooter approved on planes.

• Maximum fit for users (adjustable seat and handlebar height).

• Driving range up to 20 km, on one charge. 

Main features:

Overview:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq-gNlszmLg




Movinglife's most advanced folding scooter offers the perfect 

combination of usability, performance, safety and style.

In addition to all the benefits of the ATTO model, ATTO SPORT includes 

additional safety and comfort features, improved performance and 

sporty design.

The ATTO SPORT MAX model is suitable for heavier users - up to 136 kg.

See the video >>

ATTO SPORT / ATTO SPORT MAX
include all of the benefits of ATTO, as well as:

Overview:

• Special airless tires with shock absorption technology

• Front and rear lights

• Maximum speed of 10 km/h

• Front disc brake

• Programmable illuminated LCD screen

• Cruise Control

• Leather-like seat upholstery

• Ergonomic handles

• Remote control locking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxEPBI71hOY




See the video >>

Overview:

Advanced Shabbat command
mechanism, developed in collaboration 
with the Tzomet Institute.

The most advanced Shabbat scooter in the world allows observant users to move 

around without restrictions on any day of the week. A joint development of 

Movinglife and the engineers and rabbis of the Zomet Institute, offers a 

revolutionary Shabbat command mechanism based on two techno-halachic 

principles: “Gramma" and “Continuous Current Change". This unique combination 

allows the scooter to be activated before Shabbat, and operates in the 

background throughout the day - which makes using the scooter more accessible 

even to ultra-observant Jews.

The SHABBATTO MAX model is suitable for heavier users - up to 136 kg.

SHABBATTO includes all of the benefits of ATTO and ATTO SPORT, as well as 

continuous use even on Shabbat:

The main features of the Shabbat command mechanism:

• The mechanism operates according to the principles of "gramma" and 

"continuous current change".

• Approved for full use on Saturday by the Zomet Institute.

• Original mechanism from the manufacturer - without the need for 

fitting by an external installer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCmgs9CNm_A


Accessories

Movinglife offers a wide range of accessories for ATTO scooters.

Our original accessories are designed to add comfort, storage capacity or 

expansion of scooter usage options. All are carefully designed and made 

from the highest quality materials.



Movinglife. Providing mobility to
thousands of happy customers

Instead of us relating our customers' satisfaction, we prefer to let their 

words speak for themselves:

"Let me tell you, ATTO is a name that can not be taken lightly. The 

freedom to move around, the convenience, the speed, it all means one 

thing: my ATTO is my ATTOnomy. That's why I love it!"

"I really like ATTO's ability to fold to the size of a small suitcase and thanks 

to that I can easily put the scooter in the car, get on the plane with it and 

travel with my wife almost anywhere, without thinking twice."

"I bought an ATTO a year ago and I'm very happy. I didn't leave the house, 

and today I go everywhere and see the world. It's lightweight and folds 

quickly."

"It's my legs, it's for shopping, it's going out with my wife and kids and 

most importantly it's moving around in style, and with the excellent 

service of dear Itzik❤ that means everything to me."




